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Abstract

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of wire-
less mobile nodes that dynamically create a network with-
out a fixed infrastructure. However, all the characters
make the security problem more serious, denial-of-Service
attack is the main challenge in the security of MANET.
In this article, we review some routing protocol attacks
on Mobile Ad hoc Network. Specially, we propose a new
attack method is called Whirlwind which originates one
data Whirlwind on network that contain malicious node
once the source node discovers a new route. And all data
packets are resulted in drop due to over time-life without
reaching the desired destination. We have, using the sim-
ulation system NS2, evaluated the harms of such attack
on AODV protocol.

Keywords: AODV; MANET; Network Security; Routing
Attacks

1 Introduction

Mobile Ad hoc Network is a special wireless, the advan-
tages such as flexibility, mobility, resilience and indepen-
dence of fixed infrastructure, nodes of the MANET net-
work are coordinated with each other to communicate,
data transfer among nodes is achieved by means of mul-
tiple hops. Hence, every mobile node acts both as a host
and as a router [7].

Routing is the main service provided in network layer,
the source node using the route to the destination is dis-
covered and maintained. Routing protocols used in in-
frastructure networks cannot be applied in infrastructure-
less networks like MANETs. Hence, many routing pro-
tocols are recommended to adapt to MANET, they are
classified into proactive, reactive, and hybrid routing [1].
Proactive routing protocol is suitable with stable network
topology because routes of network nodes must be estab-

lished to connect with other nodes before routing, typi-
cally DSDV [14], and OLSR [6]. In contrary, if network
structure is regularly changed, then reactive routing is
more suitable because nodes only discover routes in case
of necessity by sending packet for route request and re-
ceiving packet for route answer, typically DSR [9], and
AODV [15]. In the complex network topology, then typi-
cal routing protocols such as ZRP [5], and ZHLS [8] under
the hybrid routing is more suitable to select.

Denial of service (DoS) attacks aim to deny a user
of a service or a resource he would normally expect to
have. Routing service at network layer is the target of
many DoS [16], in which a malicious node will try to
keep their resource but occupy other node’s resource, for
example, Blackhole [12], Sinkhole [3], Grayhole [4], and
Flooding [17] under DoS attacks. Another way to inter-
rupt routing service is to use a private tunnel connected
between two malicious nodes. The result is that normal
nodes will transfer data via this tunnel that appears the
destination route with low cost. This type of attack is
often called Wormhole [2, 10].

Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) is one of
the most popular reactive routing protocol used for Ad
hoc Networks. If source node NS wants to communicate
with destination node ND without available route to des-
tination, then NS starts route discovery process by broad-
casting the route request packet (RREQ) to destination.
Destination node will answer to source about route by
sending reply packet (RREP), maintain the route through
HELLO and RERR packets. This is typical protocol un-
der on-demand routing protocol, hence, hackers are easy
to perform attacks on this protocol.

1.1 Blackhole/Sinkhole Attacks

Blackhole attack [12] is done by a malicious node or col-
laboration of harmful nodes. In the attack, a malicious
node replies to source’s RREQ packet by fake RREP (FR-
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REP) packet with the best route to destination. By do-
ing that, the Blackhole node successfully gains traffic flow
from source transfer to destination. As result, the sources
node sends all of data packets to the attack node which
can drop or modify the packets. Another attack resemble
Blackhole, called Sinkhole, was introduced in [3].

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

M

RREQ

RREP

Figure 1: Description of blackhole attacks

In Figure 1, source node (N1) discovers a new route
to destination node (N5) by broadcasting RREQ packet
and then receive RREP packet. The best route from N1

to N5 on direction {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5} is
established. However, the existing of a malicious node in
the network N2 establishes route to destination through
malicious node M because M pretends it having the best
route to N5 by replying FRREP packet.

1.2 Grayhole Attacks

Grayhole attack [4] is similar to Blackhole attacks type,
the destruction level is however less than, it also passes
through 2 phases: Phase 1, malicious code shall self-
advertise the source node that malicious node itself has
route to destination with the lowest cost, it therefore can
cheat the source node to change direction to destination
through it. Phase 2, malicious node receives all packets
from source and then drops the packet in different fre-
quency, the malicious code sometime represents as normal
node to prevent any detection. In order to advertise that
it has route to destination with the lowest cost, the mali-
cious node also uses FRREP packet as Blackhole attack.

1.3 Wormhole Attacks

They have described several types of Wormhole based on
the techniques used to tunnel the packets between the
colluding nodes, such as: Wormhole through the tunnel
(called out-of-band channel - OB), Wormhole using en-
capsulation, Wormhole using packet relay, Wormhole with
high power transmission [11]. Especially, authors [10] de-
scribed that all of them may be operated for two modes
of attacks: Hidden Mode (HM) and Participation Mode
(PM). In HM, malicious nodes are hidden from normal
nodes, when receive packets and simply forwards them
to each other without process packet, thus, they never
appear in routing tables of neighbors. In contrast, PM
malicious nodes are visible during the routing process be-
cause they processes packets as normal nodes. Note that
the malicious node appears in routing tables of neighbors
and the HC increase when packet is forwarded.

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

M1 M2

RREQ RREP Tunnel

(a) Through tunnel

N1

N2 N3 N4

N5

M1 N6 N7 M2

RREQ RREP

(b) Through packet encapsulation

Figure 2: Description of wormhole attacks types

Out-of-band channel: Attacker using 2 malicious
nodes connect to each other and create a private
channel called “tunnel” aiming to minimize hop
count (HC) when source node discovers route by
RREQ packet. In Figure 2(a), source node N1 re-
quests the route to destination N5 by broadcasting
RREQ via 2 routes {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}
and {N1 → M1 → M2 → N5}. Finally the second
route through M1, M2 was established because it has
the best traffic cost.

Encapsulation: To attack, malicious nodes (M1, M2)
appear in the network similar to normal nodes. When
M1 received the RREQ packet, which encapsulates
it and forwards it to M2 via normal nodes. Node
M2 is responsible for decapsulation the packet be-
fore send it to destination. Because of the packets
encapsulation, the routing cost not increase during
the traversal through the normal nodes. As a re-
sult, source node discovers a new route which con-
tains malicious node. In Figure 2(b), source node
broadcasts RREQ packet to destination node N5 fol-
lowing to 2 routes {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}
and {N1 → M1 → N6 → N7 → M2 → N5}. When
M1 received the RREQ packet, it encapsulates the
packet then forward RREQ into current route. M2

node is responsible for decapsulation the packet be-
fore broadcast it to N5. The same process also hap-
pens when RREP generated by N5 forwarding back
to N1 through M2 and M1. The purpose is keeping
HC not increase while the packets travel from M1 to
M2 and vice versa. As a result, the RREP from N5

follow the second route is better than others, hence
N1 obviously chooses the route to N5 through two
malicious nodes.
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Using packet relay: The main idea is a malicious node
relays fake packets between two non-neighbor nodes
creating an illusion that they are neighbors, the pur-
pose is insert itself into route.

Wormhole with high power transmission:
Malicious node has a high power antenna, thus
distant nodes receive the RREQ packet faster from
the malicious node. The result discovered route may
contain malicious node because its routing cost is
cheaper normal route.

1.4 Flooding Attacks

Flooding attack [17] is one of the main challenges in the
security of MANETs. It is implemented by overwhelm-
ingly sending control packets or useless data packets from
malicious nodes to unavailable destinations. The result
is a broadcasting storm of packets and increasing com-
munication overhead, which reduce the responsiveness at
each node because of its unnecessary processing of the
flooded packets. For AODV, Flooding attacks try to send
HELLO, RREQ and DATA packets at a high frequency.

Using RREQ Using DATA

Malicious N2 N3 N4 N5

N6 N7 N8

N9 N10 N11

Figure 3: Description of flooding attacks

HELLO packet flooding: In MANETs, nodes period-
ically broadcast HELLO packets to notice their exis-
tence with their neighbors. A malicious node abuses
this feature to broadcast HELLO packets at a high
frequency that force its neighbor nodes to spend their
resources on processing unnecessary packets. This
HELLO packet flooding is only detrimental to the
neighbors of a malicious node. See in Figure 3, both
nodes N2 and N6 are affected by malicious node N1.

RREQ packet flooding: In AODV protocol, nodes
broadcast RREQ packet to discover routes. To at-
tack, a malicious node continuously and excessively
broadcasts RREQ packets, which causes a broadcast
storm in the network and floods with unnecessary
packets being forwarded. The RREQ flooding attack
is seen as the most harmful because it has a great
impact on the route discovery in the network. It also
causes high resource consumption at affected nodes
and increases the communication overhead. See in
Figure 3, all nodes in topology are affected by mali-
cious node N1.

DATA packet flooding: A malicious node can exces-
sively broadcast data packets to any nodes in the
network. This can waste other nodes’ resources and
bandwidth. It can create congestions in the network.
This kind of attack has more impact on the nodes
participating in the data routing to the destinations.
Figure 3, DATA packet flooding attacks effects all
node in route {N2 → N7 → N9 → N10 → N11 →
N8}.

2 Proposing Whirlwind Attack in
Mobile Ad Hoc Network

2.1 Main Idea

Routing protocol is responsible for exploring the route to
destination when source node wants to communicate. A
good protocol is not a quick gather, low routing explore
cost only, but being able to prevent routing loop is also
an extremely important factor. Whirlwind attacks target
is to make routing loop which is done with two phases:

Phase 1: Malicious node try to set up a routing loop
path in the route from source to destination node
when receiving RREQ packet from any source node
NS by using the FRREP packet. The detail process
is showed in Algorithm 1.

Phase 2: If attacking is successful, all data packets from
source NS to destination node are taken into data
whirlwind and automatically dropped due to over
time-life. We have, basing on this feature, named
this attack method as Whirlwind attacks.

2.2 Description of Whirlwind Attacks in
AODV Protocol

AODV protocol uses the route exploration mechanism if
it is necessary. If source node NS wants to communicate
with destination node ND however route to destination
is unavailable, NS starts the route exploration process
by broadcasting RREQ packet to destination node. Des-
tination node replies route to source by sending unicast
RREP packet. In AODV, all nodes remain route by using
HELLO packet and update route by using RERR packet.

In normal network topology (Figure 4(a)), source node
N1 discovers route to destination node N5 by broadcasting
of RREQ to its neighbor nodes named N2. Intermediate
node N2 is not destination node, it therefore continue
broadcasts RREQ packet to its neighbors named N3 and
save reserve route to source N1, this process repeats at N3

and N4 until node N5 receives the route request packet.

When receiving RREQ packet from node N4, destina-
tion node N5 sends unicast of RREP packet to source
on route {N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 → N1}. As a result,
source node N1 discovers route to destination in follow-
ing direction {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}. The detail
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Algorithm 1 Description of the process to set up a rout-
ing loop path in Whirlwind attacks

1: Begin
2: Step 1: Malicious node M wait until receiving the

RREQ packet from source node NS ;
3: Step 2: When receiving the first RREQ packet from

node Ni, node M adds route to destination ND via
Ni into its routing table (RT); and waiting to receive
the second RREQ packet;

4: Step 3: When receiving the second RREQ of NS from
node Nj , malicious node M adds route to source NS

via Nj into its RT; and sends FRREP packet to source
node via next hop (NH) Nj to inform Nj about M
with route to destination ND with lowest cost and
“fresh” enough;

5: Step 4: If M does not receive the second RREQ
packet from NS then this process is fail and the end;

6: Step 5: When receiving FRREP packet, Nj adds
route to destination ND through next hop M because
it assumes that M has route to destination with min-
imum cost;

7: Step 6: The FRREP packet is forwarded by Nj to
source node through revert route (recorded in broad-
cast RREQ process) until source node receives FR-
REP packet;

8: Step 7: Destination node N5 also replies to source
node of RREP packet. Thus, source node receives two
routing replies packet. However, the FRREP packet
from malicious node is accepted due to it has lower
cost and more “fresh”. The result is the route from
source NS to destination ND has circle consisting of
nodes named Ni, Nj and M ;

9: End

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination
RREQ RREP

(a) Normal

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination

M

RREQ

RREP

Routing
loop

(b) Attacks

Figure 4: Description of route discovery in AODV

information of RREQ, RREP packets and routing table
of each node are detailed in Table 1.

Figure 4(b) shows that malicious node M appears in
network topology and conducting Whirlwind attack, M
is neighbor of both nodes N2 and N3. When receiving
the first RREQ packet from node N2, malicious node M
saves route to destination into its RT with minimum cost

Table 1: Results of discovery route in normal topology;
Des: Destination address; Src: Source address

Steps Nodes
RREQ/RREP
(Src, Des, HC)

Routing Table
Des NH HC

RREQ

N1 N1, N5, 0 NULL
N2 N1, N5, 1 N1 N1 1
N3 N1, N5, 2 N1 N2 2
N4 N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 3
N5 N1, N5, 4 N1 N4 4

RREP

N5 Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N4 N5, N1, 1 N5 N5 1
N3 N5, N1, 2 N5 N4 2
N2 N5, N1, 3 N5 N3 3
N1 N5, N1, 4 N5 N2 4

[Des = N5, NH = N2, HC = 1]. When receiving the
second RREQ packet from node N3, malicious node saves
the reserve route to source N1 into its RT with lowest
cost [Des = N1, NH = N3, HC = 1], concurrently sends
unicast of FRREP to source N1 in direction {M → N3 →
N2 → N1}. As a result, routing table of node N3 has
route information to destination N5 via NH is M with
the cost of 1.

Destination node N5 also replies to source node of
RREP packet in direction {N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 →
N1}. When receiving the RREP packet from node N4,
node N3 see that the cost to destination N5 is not cheaper
than the existing route, the RREP packet is therefore
dropped. Table 2 shows that exist routing loop on route
from N1 to N5 in RT of nodes named N2, N3, and M .
Therefore, malicious node M has successfully attacked.

Table 2: Results of discovery route in attacks topology

Steps Nodes
RREQ/RREP
(Src, Des, HC)

Routing Table
Des NH HC

RREQ

N1 N1, N5, 0 NULL
N2 N1, N5, 1 N1 N1 1
M N1, N5, 2 N5 N2 1 *
N3 N1, N5, 2 N1 N2 2
M N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 1 *
N4 N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 3
N5 N1, N5, 4 N1 N4 4

FRREP

M Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N3 N5, N1, 1 N5 M 1
N2 N5, N1, 2 N5 N3 2
N1 N5, N1, 3 N5 N2 3

RREP
N5 Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N4 N5, N1, 1 N5 N5 1
N3 Drops RREP packet

(*) Entry is added by malicious node

However, algorithm 1 shows that Whirlwind attack is
done successful if malicious nodes receive full two RREQ
packets from neighbors. In Figure 5 shows that Whirl-
wind attack is fail due to malicious node receive only one
RREQ packet from N2.
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Figure 5: Whirlwind attacks is fail

2.3 Comparison of Whirlwind and Other
Attacks

The recent studies show that hacker can perform many
network attacks in MANET [16]. They can classify un-
der some criteria named purpose, location, form, and lost
packet cause. Attack purpose contain attack for dropping
data and eavesdropping; and attack position convey exter-
nal and internal; and attack forms consist of active and
passive. Whirlwind attack also aims at dropping data,
however data is dropped at normal node due to over time-
life, this is differ from Blackhole and Grayhole attacks
that packet is dropped by malicious node. Whirlwind is
active attacks form, it is performed from internal location
of network. Table 3 shows comparison of Whirlwind and
other attacks.

Table 3: Summarized attack methods

Features
Attack types

BH GH WH FD WW

Purpose
Dropping • • ◦ • •
Eavesdropping •

Localtion
External • • • •
Internal •

Form
Active • • • • •
Passive ◦

Lost packets
Malicious nodes • • • •
Over time-life •

(•) Implement; (◦) Optional; BH: Blackhole; GH: Grayhole;

WH: Wormhole; FD: Flooding; WW: Whirlwind;

3 Result Evaluation by Simula-
tion

We evaluate the impact of Whirlwind attack on simula-
tion system is NS2 [13] (version 2.35) on AODV protocol.

3.1 Simulation Settings

At the physical and data link layer IEEE 802.11 is used,
the traffic pattern was generated using CBR as the data
source and UDP protocol is used for transporting the data
and the packet size is of 512 bytes, 200s of simulation; the
transmission range of a node is 250m, FIFO queue (See
more in Table 4).

Table 4: Simulation parameters

Parameters Setting

Simulation time (s) 200
Wireless standard IEEE 802.11
Ratio range (m) 250
Traffic type CBR
Packet size 512 bytes
Queue type FIFO (DropTail)

We used two network topology, (a) Topology 1 is avail-
able with 5 normal nodes, using one CBR as the data
source for transporting the data, 1 malicious node is im-
mobile at the position as Figure 4. (b) Topology 2 is
available with 100 normal nodes and 1 malicious node,
and operated in the area of 2000m x 2000m, malicious
node is immobile at the central position, all nodes stay in
Grid network topology as Figure 6, 10 data source CBR,
the first CBR source is started at second of 0, the follow-
ing CBR is 5 seconds apart from each source.

N1

150m

150m

N2 N3 N10

N11 N12 N13 N20

N91 N92 N93 N100

Figure 6: Grid network topology

3.2 Simulation Results

To evaluate the impact of Whirlwind attack, we use two
criterion: Packet delivery ratio and Network throughput.

1) Packet delivery ratio (PDR): It can be measured as
the ratio of the received packets by the destination
nodes to the packets sent by the source node. PDR =
(number of received packets/number of sent packets)
* 100;

2) Network throughput: is the parameter of measuring
information transported which is calculated by (total
packet sent successfully * size of packet)/simulation
time.

Packet delivery ratio: Figure 7 shown that Whirlwind
attack had caused impact on route discovery abil-
ity of source node, hence the ratio of sending packet
successfully has much been reduced. After finish-
ing 200s simulation in the first network topology,
the packet delivery ratio of AODV is 98.04% under
normal network topology and there are nothing any
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packet is sent to destination under Whirlwind attack.
In Gird network topology, the packet delivery ratio
of AODV is 97.47% under normal network topology
and 31.97% under Whirlwind attack, 65.5% reduced.

Network throughput: Figure 8 shown that Whirlwind
attack has reduced network throughput. After fin-
ishing 200s simulation, if one malicious node attacks,
the network throughput of AODV is 0 bps in the
first network topology. In Gird topology, throughput
is 33,157.12 bps without attacks and 10,874.88 bps
under Whirlwind attack.

Figure 7: Packet delivery ratio

Figure 8: Network throughput

4 Conclusion

This article proposes a new attack method named Whirl-
wind that cause harm to performance of Mobile Ad hoc
Network. Simulation results on AODV protocol show that
the malicious node has successfully created data packet
whirl-wind on network that cause loss packet, this de-
creases the packet delivery ratio, and network through-
put. In Gird network topology, the packet delivery ratio
of AODV 65.5% reduced under Whirlwind attack.

In the future, we shall continue installing the malicious
assessment compared to other attacks on some routing
protocols named DSR to evaluate harms.
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